ABN: 95 059 390 148

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
SPEAKER:
Novelist Rachel Amphlett will present
‘One author's indie publishing journey:
frontiers, perceptions, opportunities and
success’
COVER CHARGE:
Nil
PARKING / PUBLIC TRANSPORT:
Street parking
For public transport options check out
TransLink Journey Planner at
http://jp.translink.com.au.

WHEN:
Thursday 8 September 2016
6.30 pm to 9.30 pm
VENUE:
RFH on Gregory
Ruth Fairfax House, 89–95 Gregory
Terrace, Spring Hill, Brisbane
ON-DAY CONTACTS:
Michael Lefcourt: 0417 869 953
Kerry Davies: 0423 496 896

It’s that time of year again! The final AGM of the Society of Editors (Qld) Inc., and the first
SGM of Editors Queensland, promises to be a great social evening as well as a time to get
down to business.
Come along from 6.30 pm to catch up with friends and colleagues. Tea, coffee and cold
drinks will be available, as well as a selection of tantalising canapés (vegetarian and glutenfree options included).
At 7.15 pm, President Kerry Davies will give a short rundown of the year’s activities and
achievements and introduce the formal agenda. Please address enquiries about the meeting
business to secretary@editorsqld.com.
Please consider nominating for a committee position or offering support in a specific work
area. To maintain the momentum as we formally transition into IPEd, we need new
volunteers in several areas.
Following the formal meeting business, our guest, Rachel Amphlett, will entertain us with
‘One author's indie publishing journey: frontiers, perceptions, opportunities and
success’. Rachel is the author of seven novels, with three more due to be released before
the end of the year. If you think this sounds brave, take pause with this: Rachel’s selfpublished thrillers – ‘international intrigue’ is the genre – have been downloaded in the
hundreds of thousands, and her writing has been compared to that of Michael Crichton and
Robert Ludlum. Rachel’s passion for writing is supported by her serious approach to running
a business (she’s run a number of businesses, including a pub) and, based on her success
so far as an author, she’s convinced that indie publishing is the ‘frontier’ where huge
opportunities are lurking for those bold enough to seize them – writers and editors alike.
For catering purposes, please register your attendance via the IPEd Member Portal by
12 noon Monday 5 September.
Enquiries to Michael Lefcourt at meetings@editorsqld.com or phone 0417 869 953.

